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deed of Edward Hi's day from Cornwall stands next a deed of Henry V's
day from Huntingdonshire. This is not said by way of complaint; very
probably all has been done that could be done at once, and in such a
matter as this every generation must show a little selfishness. But as
this volume is the first of a series, there possibly may be some good in
reminding those who are in charge of the work that every additional fact
about these deeds that they can get into print is likely to increase-—by
but a little, it is true, but still by a little—the demand for their catalogues.
For instance, if in the case of a lease, the acreage of the land, and the
amount of the rent be mentioned whenever this is possible, here will be
material provided for the student of economic history ; and if in case of
a family settlement we are told not merely that there are ' remainders,'
but what these remainders are, here will be material provided for the
student of legal history. However, that Mr. Maxwell Lyte and his
learned assistants will do for historians all that the funds at their
disposal will permit them to do, there is every reason to believe.

F. W. MAITLAND.

Les Saw/yards en Anglet&rre au xiii' SiicU, et Pierre d'Aigueblanche,
evique d'Hereford. Par FBANCOIS MUGNIEB. (Paris : Champion ; and
Chambery: Menard. 1891.)

M. MUGNIEB has written much on various points in the local history
of Savoy, and his writings will be consulted with advantage by any one
interested in that subjeot. His present volume possesses, however, a
general as well as a local interest.

In 1282 Count Thomas I of Savoy bought Chambery, the future
capital of his race, from its lord, and thenceforth the house of Savoy ex-
tended its power in every direction north of the Alps, as it had previously
done to the south of the great chain. Thus the history of Count Thomas's
children and grandchildren carries us to the Dauphine, to Faucigny, to
Vaud, and to Provence, and yet farther afield, to Flanders, and even
to England. This history M. Mugnier has tried to work out from the
documents, paying special attention to the Savoyard invasion of England
for the thirty years after the marriage in 1286 of Eleanor of Provence to
King Henry III. and of her sister Sanchia in 1248 to his brother Bichard
earl of Cornwall, later king of the Romans. Both these ladies were grand-
daughters of Count Thomas. Among those who accompanied Eleanor to
England was her uncle William, bishop elect of Valence, and later of
Winchester, and his confidant Pierre d'Aigueblanohe (in the Tarentaise),
who in 1240 became bishop of Hereford. Later came other uncles, Philip,
Peter (le petit Charlemagne, to whom we owe the Savoy palace in the
Strand, and probably also the castle of Chillon), and Boniface, who in 1241
was raised to the see of Canterbury. Of all these, and of their numerous
companions and followers whom they put into places of profit in England
to the great disgust of the subjects of Henry III, Monsieur Mugnier gives
us a full account, tracing their movements by the aid of charters and other
contemporary records. The result is a very valuable study of one very
important period and aspect of Henry Ill 's long reign, for it is only by
following the career of each individual that we realise how just and
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righteous was the indignation of the English people against these foreign
favourites of the king, who drew to themselves all the most lucrative
posts and richest benefices in England. The. most hated, because pro-
bably the most influential, was th.e bishop of Hereford whose twenty-eight
years' tenure of his see was distinguished by unblushing nepotism, while
he had the ear of the king and was. his chief counsellor, particularly
in Gascony. Hence M. Mugnier traces out his career at length,
grouping together the smaller fry in a sort of ' Dictionary of .National
Biography ' on a reduced scale. For this reason also he works out the
history of Peter's refounding and enrichiDg the collegiate church of
Aiguebelle at the entrance of the Maurienne, and close under the castle
of Charbonnieres, the original seat of the house of Savoy. Among several
hitherto unprinted documents included in the appendix, are the will of
the bishop, and his statutes for his new foundation. M. Mugnier seems
"to make clear from the former, that the bishop died and was buried in
1268 at Aiguebelle, and not, as the English chroniclers say, at Hereford,
-where his magnificent mausoleum did not therefore contain his bones.
One point in the statutes of Aiguebelle (12C7) is curious. Peter strictly
enjoins that the ' use of Hereford' was to be followed in certain particulars
in the offices of the collegiate church ; and M. Mugnier tells us that this
was actually done until 1580. This is, perhaps, a unique, certainly
a very rare case, of the adoption of a medieval English ' use' in a
foreign land. M. Mugnier has consulted all the best printed and manu-
script authorities, Savoyard, Swiss, and French. .He seems very well
up in the printed English authorities, though some .names are not quite
accurately given. It is a pity, however, that he has only referred to an
old (1840) translation of Matthew Paris, and such a well-informed writer
should not have fallen into a well-known trap and repeated the legend
(based on a simple mistake) of John Mansel and his 700 livings! Some
diagrams of seals, and an old (1598) plan of Aiguebelle and its surround-
ings, complete a scholarly monograph, which fills a gap in historical
literature, but which will probably be less read than referred to, as it is
largely made up of itineraries, dates and references, literary attractions
having been rnthlessly sacrificed to historical accuracy.

W. A. B. COOLIDGE.

Collectanea. Vol. II. (Oxford Historical Society.) Edited by
Professor BURROWS. (Oxford : Clarendon Press. 1890.)

THIS volume contains a large mass of valuable material. It opens with
an account of ' The Oxford Market,' by Mr. Ogle, the present clerk of the
market. The article is not a history of the market, but a collection of
materials for such a history. It consists for the most part of extracts or
summaries of documents from the city archives and Twyne's MSS. in
the university archives;. and it may be assumed that Mr. Ogle has
extracted, nearly everything of importance which those collections contain
on the,, subject. The history of any English market in such detail would
be valuable as illustrating manners and customs ; the Oxford market has
an additional interest of its own. It was for centuries the centre round
-which the university and civic authorities struggled. The town and
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